
Would YOU like to join Wyong Drama Group? 
 
For the princely sum of $2 you can join Wyong Drama 
Group.  It doesn’t matter if you’re not interested in acting – 
there are literally dozens of interesting activities to become 
involved in. 
 
There’s Set Construction, Lighting, Sound, Props, 
Production Management, Costume Co-ordination, Catering, 
Set Design, Direction and many other equally challenging 
fields. 
 
The group produces three major productions during the 
year, plus a number of smaller projects, and regularly 
participates in competitive festivals throughout the state. 
 
We meet in the Green Room at the rear of Wyong 
Memorial Hall on the first Tuesdays of each month at 8pm.  
Come along and say hello, or to find out more about us just 
ring:  

4392-3441 
 
 

 

Wyong Drama Group Inc Presents 
 

The One Day of the Year 

By Alan Seymour 
Directed by Peter Deane 

 

April/May 2001 
 

At Wyong Memorial Hall 



Director’s Message 
 
I have always regarded Alan Seymour’s play as scintilating.  I can 
remember reading it for the first time in Year 9 English and actually 
enjoying it (English has never been my favourite subject).  But the 
story he painted of a small family, and the struggle of a son to grow 
up and go his own way independently of his parents, but still 
respecting and accepting them for what they are, seemed to really hit 
home for me.  Perhaps it’s because I was in the same boat. 
 
When I started directing plays, The One Day of the Year was the second 
play I did.  It was an easy choice to make.  And despite my 
inexperience it worked.  Really well.  Probably the main reason it 
worked was the talent of the cast – they had loads more experience 
than I did, and were really able to use the play as a vehicle to show off 
their skills. 
 
I had been thinking about reprising the play for about four or five 
years, but always intended to get the same two lead actors.  They did 
it so well back then: one expects even more now.  And they’ve given 
it to me.  Thanks guys!  I couldn’t have asked for more from the 
other cast members either – it’s been an absolute joy to work with 
them.  It has made it so much easier for me as a director to have 
actors who can act so well. 
 
While on the subject of thanks, the show would not have been 
possible without the highly appreciated help of a few people.  They 
are my parents, Frank and Joy Deane, Ron Baker and Bonnie Bryant.  
To them I wish I could do more than give them my heartfelt thanks.  
To my wife Sharon, the main person pushing me along and 
organising things, and just being there, I can but say “I love you” and 
really mean it. 
 
As we open a new century at Wyong Drama Group it’s fitting to start 
with a play looking back at the last century – the best of it and the 
worst of it.  But due to the playwright’s talent, it will be a play that 
endures.  That’s because it’s about us Australians, and what we hold 
dear.  And that’s not likely to change in the short-term. 
 
Enjoy! 

Behind the Scenes 
 

Peter Deane  Director, Programme, Poster, 
    Set Design & Construction 
 
Sharon Deane  Stage Manager, Set Construction, 
    Production Manager 
 
Frank Deane  Set Construction 
 
Ron Baker  Lighting, Sound, Set Construction 
 
Bonnie Bryant  Prompt 
 
Jenny Newman Front of House Co-Ordinator 
 
Julie Snowdon  Caterer 
 
Helen Schumann Makeup 
 
Nan Hawtin  Wardrobe 
 
Howard Oxley Photography, Bookings 
 
Jenny Sharrock Publicity 
 
Shaun Martin  Set Construction 
 
Special Thanks To: David McPhee (Wyong Disposals, 
    Alison Rd, 4352-1726),  Joy Deane, 
    Terry Collins (Express/Advocate), 
    Helen, Nan & Julie (Foyer Display), 
    All Kitchen Helpers, Ushers, Ticket 
    Sellers and Assistants. 



Alan Seymour on The One Day of the Year 
 
One Anzac Day during the mid-50s I was walking through the back 
streets of the Sydney suburb of Summer Hill.  It was afternoon, and the 
celebrations were well under way.  In lanes and alleyways near pubs I saw 
men lying around in what used to be called a drunken stupor.  Broken 
bottles abounded in the streets. 
 
Now I happen to like alcohol; living in England I deplore the fact that it 
is hard to get a really cold beer, and I enjoy discovering good French 
food and Spanish wines.  But the beery haze which had settled over the 
most solemn day in the Australian calendar seemed to me then somehow 
excessive and dangerous in that tended to amplify the already heady 
sentimentality of that day.  As long as men fuzzily exchanged rich, 
romantic memories with wartime colleagues, so long, it seemed to me, 
would any sensible analysis of the individual engagements of those wars 
and indeed of war itself, be delayed.  Why not a play about the essential 
hollowness of the Anzac Day maunderings? 
 
… [I]t was not until I gave up regular employment and began writing full 
time that I could get on with The One Day of the Year.  In the meantime 
the theme had developed and the family in whom the central argument 
would rage was well and truly established in my mind. 
 
But when I began work in earnest something unexpected happened.  I 
found myself liking, almost loving, the older generation represented in 
the play.  Originally these had been, at least at a philosophical level, the 
villains of the piece.  The sheer persistence of their long and scruffy, 
somehow dignified battle to cope with the overwhelming facts of life of 
this century (war – depression – war) forced me to respect them.  The 
young man, Hughie, as the play progressed, had to come to this too: not 
to agree with them, but at least to find some compassion.  This is the real 
theme of the play: Hughie, reacting against his family’s lack of intellect, is 
eager for the rigours of intellectual truth and so must acquire some 
education of his emotions before he can be said to step toward 
maturity… 
 
[From the Author’s Note to The One Day of the Year  Angus & Robertson: 
North Ryde, NSW, 1962] 

Wyong Drama Group Incorporated 

Proudly Presents 
 

Alan Seymour’s 
 

The One Day of the Year 
 

Cast (in order of appearance) 
 

Alf Cook ... ... … … Laszlo Weidlich 
 
Wacka Dawson … … … Don Moran 
 
Dot Cook … … … … Julie Bailey 
 
Jan Castle … … … … Annishka Oska 
 
Hughie Cook … … … … Duncan Mitchell 

 
Setting 

 

The Cook’s family house in one of Sydney’s inner suburbs in 1960.. 

 

Synopsis of Scenes 
 
Act One   A week or so before Anzac Day 
 

There will then be a fifteen to twenty minute interval 
 

Act Two Scene One  Dawn on Anzac Day 
Act Two Scene Two  A few hours later 
Act Two Scene Three Anzac Day Evening 
 

There will then be a five to ten minute interval 
 

Act Three   Several days after Anzac Day 



 
Laszlo Weidlich 

 

Laszlo first worked with Peter 
Deane during WDG’s revue This 
Fractured Century in 1987. He was last 
seen at WDG in the Theatrefest ’98 
One-Act play Albert, where he won 
an award for Best Actor.  He has 
also been seen in It Runs in the 
Family (1997), and Victims (1997) for 
WDG and Hello Dolly (1997)  for 
Gosford Musical Society.  Laszlo 
has been working in Hong Kong 
recently and has even performed in 
She Stoops to Conquer over there 

Peter Deane 
 

Peter made an appearance on stage 
last year with WDG as Humphrey 
in Running Riot and has had a few 
small roles with Woy Woy Little 
Theatre recently, but his main love 
is directing.  He has directed Kid 
Stakes, The One Day of the Year, Other 
Times and Hot Taps for WDG and 
Caravan for Central Coast Theatre 
Co.  He has a love of Australian 
Drama and is grateful for the 
opportunities to present it at WDG. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Duncan Mitchell 
 

Duncan first appeared onstage on the 
Coast in WDG’s Hotel Sorrento.  Since 
then he has done another five plays 
with WDG including Noises Off, Wanted 
One Body and Positively Vile.  He has also 
been in Central Coast Theatre Co’s The 
Adman and The Club.  Duncan is 
currently working at Australia’s 
Wonderland in The Action Man Lives 
show, and is immensely enjoying the 
role of Hughie in this play. 

Julie Bailey 
 

Julie has been continuously active 
with WDG for 15 years.  She has had 
the opportunity to play a diverse 
range of roles both on and off the 
stage, the most recent being Norma 
in Neil Simon’s Plaza Suite last 
November.  Other memorable roles 
include the tap-dancing Rose in 
Stepping Out, the artist in Hotel 
Sorrento, and the blind girl in Wait 
Until Dark.  Julie is highly pleased to 
be able too reprise her role of Dot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Don Moran 
 

Don has been performing for over 
forty years.  He started in musicals 
with a diversity of tenor roles in 
Gilbert & Sullivan operettas as well 
as playing Buffalo Bill Cody in 
Annie Get Your Gun and Fred 
Graham in Kismet.  He has also had 
roles in straight plays from 
Shakespeare to Don’s Party and to 
Dimboola.  This is Don’s first 
appearance with Wyong Drama 
Group, and he is thrilled to be 
treading the boards again.

 
Annishka Oska 

 

 
 

Annishka’s stage experience began 
with her own re-writing and 
performance of Romeo & Juliet for 
YIPA at Laycock Street.  Further 
writing led to the directing of her 
own play Marasca a Melodrama for 
youth theatre in the Blue 
Mountains.  At uni she has played 
in Dusa, Stas, Fish and Vi, Slowianska 
Street and Hamlet.  Locally she has 
also been seen in An Inspector Calls 
and There Goes the Bride at Woy Woy. 
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